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Digital economy

E-commerce – an overview
•

Exchange of goods or services for money via electronic network,
computer or smartphones;

•

Multiple definitions under different legislations (Annexure 1)

•

B2B – wholesale trade / cash & carry

•

B2C – eg: hotel / travel booking portal

•

C2C – sale of used appliances, cars, etc.

•

Online advertisement (Annexure 2)

•

E-tail model (Annexure 3)

•

Application download (Annexure 4)

•

Hotel aggregator (Annexure 5)

E‐commerce

Prominent models

Operating models in
digital economy

BEPS AP 1 aims to address the tax challenges in
digital economy
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BEPS AP 1 – coverage
Fundamental principles of taxation

Chapter - 2

Chapter - 3
Chapter -4

Chapters - 5&6

Advancement in technology and impact on economy

Digital economy, business models and key features

BEPS – identifying opportunities and addressing concerns

Tax challenges and options to address them

Chapters – 7&8
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Digital economy - stakeholders
Vendors

Buyers

• Transport – airlines,

• Individuals
• Businesses

Policy makers

railways, cabs
• OEM / distributors
• Service providers

E-commerce entity

• Hotels
• Job portals
• Online advertisement

Enablers
Logistics
provider

Call centers

Payment
platform /
banks

Social
networking
sites

Network
services
provider
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Digital economy – characteristics
Mobility
•
•
•

Data

Intangibles
Users and customers
Business functions

•
•

Network effects
•

Collection
Monetization

•

Multi-sided models
•

Eg: Media company –
content and online
advertisement

User participation i.e.
review and tag
products
Integration and
synergies

Others
•
•

Monopoly or
oligopoly
Volatility

Digital Economy a ‘Borderless Economy’
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Digital economy – key challenges
DIRECT TAX
Nexus

•
•

Taxation in source state without physical presence
Concept of PE under DTAA

Data

•
•

Attributing value created through data
Ownership of data

Characterization of
income

•
•

Business profits / royalty / FTS
For eg: tax implications on the income earned by F Co

TAX ADMINISTRATION
Identity of seller /
service provider

•

Difficult to identify the offshore seller, given that ‘Market’ jurisdiction
does not require physical registration

Extent of activities
undertaken

•

Impossible to ascertain without information from offshore seller in
absence of sales records in ‘Market’ jurisdiction

Verification of
information

•

Difficult for the revenue authorities to independently verify any
information provided by the offshore seller
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AP 1 – recommendations?
AP 1 - Options to tackle direct tax issues in digital economy

Introduction of
Equalisation levy

Withholding Tax on
digital transactions

Nexus based on the
concept of
‘Significant
Economic Presence’

Global developments in context of digitalization
• Alternative PE threshold measure
 Israel introduced SEP, under its domestic law, in 2016 – applicable to non-treaty countries
 Saudi Arabia – has officially endorsed the concept of virtual service PE
• Turnover tax measure
 Italy – Levy on Digital Transactions at 3 per cent effective from 1 January 2019
• Diverted profit tax measure
 UK and Australia
 US – BEAT
• EU Commission – proposes an interim levy ‘digital services tax’ to ensure that all companies
pay fair tax n the EU (European Commission – Press Release dated 21 March 2018)
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E-commerce – India tax considerations

Gist of tax considerations in e-commerce
Corporate tax
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business connection and permanent establishment
Characterization of income
Deductibility of discounts
Situs of intangibles
Carry forward of losses
Withholding tax

Transfer pricing
• Global transparency and alignment of
FAR with value-chain in light of CbCR
and Master File
• Recognition of value-drivers and
distributing returns as per
contributions
• Payments for technology and
management cross charges under
radar
• Difficulties in attribution of profits to
Permanent Establishment, in line
with FAR

Goods and services tax
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cross Border Transactions
GST pre discount and post discount
Compulsory registration;
No Composition Scheme
Increase in Compliance
Credit loss to aggregators
Goods return in a state different from
purchase
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Recent amendments u/s 9(1) of the Income-tax Act, 1961
Definition of business connection expanded

Parameters for
Agency PE amended

New concept of
Significant Economic
Presence introduced
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Agency PE – parameters amended
Business connection

No PE case Pre-amendment
 Agency scope – No authority to conclude
contracts for F Co
 Activities pertaining to purchase of goods or
merchandise on behalf of non-resident excluded
 Non-exclusivity of agency:
- agent not rendering service solely to F Co. in
source state; and
- agent not deriving entire / almost entire
revenue from F Co.

Amendment (in line with BEPS AP 7)
 Scope of PE expanded to include agent playing
principal role leading to routine conclusion of
contracts by Foreign Company without material
modification
 Participation in negotiation may be relevant but
not sufficient factor
 Principal role not defined

Key considerations …
•
•
•
•

Extent of reliance on the OECD MC Commentary for interpreting the proposed amendment in theAct
Meaning of ‘principal role’? Guidance from OECD MC (as amended by the BEPS Action Plan 7)?
Deletion of expressions like “activities of a non- resident which are limited to the purchase of goods
or merchandise for the non-resident”
Status of independent agent
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Agency PE – parameters amended
Business connection

KEY CHANGES
MARKETING SUPPORT
ARRANGEMENT
ABC

•
•

Outside India
India

•
XYZ
(Marketing support)

•
•
•

Customers

•

MECHANICS
ABC a foreign company provides online travel booking
services
XYZ
enters into a contract with ABC to provide the
marketing and support services and is remunerated at cost
plus mark up;
XYZ interacts with prospective customers (in India) being
airlines and hotels and convince them for contracting with
Company ABC ;
XYZ explain the standard terms of contract to prospective
customers;
XYZ is not authorized to modify the contracts (to be executed
online) and the price is also fixed by ABC;
Routine on-line contracts executed without material
modifications between the customers and ABC;
Whether XYZ plays a principal role in conclusion of
contracts?

Marketing support services
Contract for sale of goods / rendition of services
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Significant economic presence – new concept
Business connection
BEPS (AP1)
 Tax challenges by digital economy
highlighted in BEPS AP-1
 BEPS recommended introduction of
nexus based taxation

Income tax Act, 1961
 The existing nexus rule base on
physical presence not sufficient;
 Concept of SEP introduced –
nexus based taxation

Snippets from the Memorandum to Finance Bill, 2018
•
•
•
•

Advancement in information and communication technology - no more need for physical
presence – resulting in tax avoidance
Right of taxation of source country – unfairly and unreasonably eroded
Primacy to economic allegiance rather than physical location (long used as a proxy for
economic allegiance)
SEP a new nexus based rule – targets to include the emerging business models such as
digitized businesses, which do not require physical presence of itself or any agent in India
to constitute business connection
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Significant economic presence – provision under the Act
Business connection

• Significant Economic Presence of a non-resident in India shall constitute “business connection” in
India
• “Significant economic presence” shall mean
(a)transaction in respect of any goods, services or property carried out by a non-resident in
India including provision of download of data or software in India, if the aggregate of
payments for such transactions exceeds such amount as may be prescribed; or
(b)systematic and continuous soliciting of business activities or engaging in interaction with
such number of users as may be prescribed, in India through digital means:
• Transactions or activities shall constitute significant economic presence in India, whether or not,i.

The agreement for such transactions or activities is entered in India; or

ii. the non-resident has a residence or place of business in India;or
iii. The non-resident renders services in India.
• Income as is attributable to the transactions or activities referred to in clause (a) or clause (b) shall
be deemed to accrue or arise in India.
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Significant economic presence – clarity required
Business connection

Issues

• Whether clause (a) covers brick and mortar transactions or it is limited to
digital transaction?
• Clause (a) and (b) refers to transactions or activities carried out in India,
however, proviso states otherwise
• CBDT recently requested for suggestions from stakeholders with respect
to:
(i) Revenue threshold of transaction in respect of ‘physical goods or
services’ carried out by a non-resident in India
(ii) Revenue threshold of transaction in respect of ‘digital goods or
services’ or property including provision of download of data or
software carried out by a non-resident in India
(iii) Threshold for number of ‘users’ with whom a non-resident engages
in interaction or carries out systematic and continuous soliciting of
business activities in India through digital means

Points that may require further clarity
• What is meant by digital property?
• Whether user threshold would also include one time user base?
• Clarity on interplay between SEP and EL
• No modification suggested to standard attribution rules - How profits will be attributed to a SEP
associated with little or no physical presence ?
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Case studies

Case study 1 – Discount offered by online shopping app
WT

Mobiles

Facts of the case

Purchased

A Co
WT

(IP and Servers)

Books

Sale

RV - 1

Sale

RV - 2

2. A Co acquires products from various vendors
and sold to retailers at a discount
RV - 3

Registered on the platform

B Co’s
marketplace

Earns commission
from RVs

Customers
WT

Wholesale trader

RV

Registered vendor

1. A Co is a wholesale trader of mobiles and
books (‘products’)

Registered on ABC’s platform
Customers places order on the ABC marketplace
Sale at discounted price
Sale below market value

 purchase price per unit on an average amounts
to INR 100
 sold to retailers at discounted price of INR 85

3. B Co., an affiliate of A Co, owns and operates
marketplace platform
4. Retailers registered on B Co.’s marketplace
sell products to customers at say INR 90 per
unit
5. A Co filed its ROI declaring losses to be c/f for
adjustment in the subsequent AYs

Characterization of discount – whether capital or
revenue?
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Case study 2 – Transport aggregator
3

I Co.

INR 9,000
INR 10,000

1

2

Facts of the case
1. Customer downloads I Co.’s App on its
smartphone, accepts digital terms and conditions
thereafter raises a request for transportation of
goods
2. Lead generation
 On entering the destination and pick up location,
lead is generated and approximate charges are
shared with the customer
 Lead generated is shared with the truck owner
who has a right to either accepts / rejects the
lead
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3. On acceptance of lead, customer pays the charges
to I Co. (acting as a collection agent of the truck
owner) and goods are transported
Truck owner

Customer

Carriage of goods

3

Payment made by customer to I Co.
Payment made by I Co. to driver

4. On completion of transportation, charges are
remitted to the truck owner after retaining service
charge
Whether withholding tax is applicable on INR
10,000 paid to I Co.?
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Case study 3 – Digital streaming
A Ltd

B Ltd

Facts of the case
1. F LLC is a fiscally transparent partnership firm
registered in the Netherlands, which is owned by A
Ltd and B Ltd (both tax residents of the
Netherlands)

F LLC

2. F LLC provides online streaming services i.e. videos,
music to customers across the globe
3. Customer in India accesses digital streaming App of
F LLC for a fee
Digital streaming
services

4. App of F LLC is hosted on a server outside India
Netherlands
India

5. Neither F co. nor A Ltd / B Ltd have any physical
presence or PE in India

Payment
(access fee)

Customer

Whether ‘access fee’ paid to F co. is taxable in India?
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Case study 4 – Distributor of advertisement space
Facts of the case
US LLC

A Co (Ireland)
(IP and Servers)

100%

Outside India
India

1
I Co

Distribution
agreement

2
Payment towards
purchase of Ad
Space

Contract for sale of
Ad Space

Customers

1. I Co. is a wholly owned subsidiary of US LLC.
2. I Co entered into agreement for providing the
following services to its affiliate entity, A Co,
Ireland:
 Information technology services and information
technology enabled services under a services
agreement;
 I Co. functions as a non-exclusive authorized
distributor of A Co’s AdWords program in India
under the Distribution Agreement. In addition to
this, I Co. was also required to provide pre-sale
and post-sale / customer support services to the
advertisers.
3. I Co. invoices the customer and the payments are
received in I Co’s bank account
4. Re-distribution rights fee is paid to A Co. pursuant
to a distribution agreement entered with the latter
on P2P basis
5. Contractual arrangement between I Co and A Co
discussed in the subsequent slide
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Contractual
arrangement
between
I
Co
and
A
Co
Case study 4– Distributor of advertisement space
 Entered into two agreements with Ireland (i) for IT / ITES services and (ii) distribution of
advertisement space
 Arrangement between I Co and A Co on principal to principal basis
 Ownership of any IP or derivate works to remain the property of A Co
 I Co responsible for uploading advertiser’s information that is required for participation
in the advertising program
 A Co owns all right, title and interest in and to all information and data relating to
advertisers in connection with the advertising program
 Advertisers shall communicate with I Co

Whether distribution charges payable to A Co are subject to withholding tax in India?
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Case study 5 – Re-seller of solutions
Facts of the case
A Co

Outside India

1.

A Co, a technology company, is a leading global
service provider of content solutions for
accelerating content and business processes
online

2.

A Co owns a platform which pulls content from
the customer’s web server and monitors the
internet traffic

3.

I Co is appointed as a non-exclusive re-seller of
content delivery solutions of A Co

4.

I Co directly contracts with customers in India
and re-sells the content solutions to them

5.

I Co has appointed staff and has adequate
resources for the purpose of re-selling solutions
to customers

6.

I Co does not have any right, title and interest in
the platform owned by A Co.

Fee paid for purchase
of solutions
Reseller agreement

India

I Co
Contract for re-selling
Payment

Customers

Whether fee paid to A Co for purchase of solutions
is liable to withholding tax in India?
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Key takeaways

Key takeaways
 Evolving sector with multiple tax considerations
 Thrust on ‘Digital’ or ‘Virtual’ presence unlike physical nexus
 MLI implications to be read with position of treaty partners

Next steps…
• Re-visit the business model and contractual arrangements
• Evaluate possibility of obtaining a lower withholding order or AAR
• Representation for specific provision to be introduced dealing with withholding tax
on payments to e-commerce companies
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Questions?

Thank You
Jasdeep Sahni
Email: jsahni@bsraffiliates.com
Contact: 9819311931

Annexure 1 – Definition of E-commerce
Goods and Services Tax
Supply of goods or services or both
including digital products over digital or
electronic network

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
The sale or purchase of goods or services,
conducted over computer networks by
methods specifically designed for the
purpose of receiving or placing of orders.
The goods or services are ordered by those
methods, but the payment and the ultimate
delivery of the goods or service do not have
to be conducted online.

Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion
Buying and selling of goods and services
including digital products over digital &
electronic network (including network of
computers, television channels and any
other internet application used in
automated manner such as web pages,
extranets, mobiles etc.)

Ministry of Electronics & Information
Technology
A type of business model, or segment of a
larger business model, that enables a firm
or individual to conduct business over an
electronic network, typically the internet
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Annexure 2 – Online advertisement
XYZ Ltd.

Facts of the case
Payment for advertisement

Outside India

1. XYZ Ltd., a foreign company, owns and
operates a search engine
2. XYZ Ltd., for Indian advertisement business,
has a website in India which is hosted on a
server situated outside India

India

Website

3. ABC enters into a contract for advertisement
on XYZ Ltd.s’ search engine

ABC Florist
Places order

Delivery in MP

4. Payment to XYZ Ltd. is not subject to
withholding tax in India

Customer in Mumbai

Contractual arrangement for advertisement
Payment for advertisement
Undertakes a search on XYZ Ltd.’s search engine

Whether payment by ABC Florist to XYZ Ltd. is
liable to withholding tax?

Delivery of flowers
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Annexure 3 – E-tail model
Mechanics

F Co.

E commerce
market place

USA

•

F Co. owns and operates E- commerce
market place APP which is hosted on
server outside India;

•

Vendors register themselves on the
market place for selling their products;

•

Customers browse through products and
place order

•

S Co. is a wholly owned subsidiary of F
Co. which carries out the marketing
support functions for F Co.

•

While S Co is remunerated at cost plus
appropriate markup, F Co. earns
commission
income
from
vendors
registered on its platform

India

RV

RV

RV

Download the APP
and place order

100%

S Co.
Marketing
Support

RV

Customers

Registered vendor
Registered on e-commerce market platform
Customers places order on the e-commerce
marketplace

Whether commission income of F Co. is taxable in
India?
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Annexure 4 – Application download
F Co.

Server

Facts of the case
1. F Co. is a tax resident of USA and owns maps
which are available could be downloaded after
payment of specified amount, i.e. USD 1
(approx. INR 70)
2. Maps are stored on a server located outside
India

USA

100%

3. I Co. is a subsidiary of F Co. which provides
back office support and payment collection
services and is remunerated at cost plus
appropriate mark up

India

I Co.

4. Mr. CA download maps and pays INR 70 to I Co.
• Back office services
• Payment collection services
Mr. CA

5. As per the terms and conditions, F Co. is the
owner of IP or copyright in maps

Download of map
Payment for advertisement

Whether payment of INR 70 is taxable in India?
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Annexure 5 – Hotel aggregator
100 %

F Co.

Outside
India

Website

India

Logs on to the
website for
booking a hotel

3

I Co.

Hotel

4

4
Spot

Advance

Marketing
Support
Customers
Payment

Commission payment (under on spor payment method
Marketing & support services

Does I Co. constitute F Co.’s PE in India?

Facts of the case
1. F Co. is hotel aggregator and has a website
located on a server operating outside India
2. I Co. provides marketing support services to F
Co. and is remunerated at cost plus appropriate
mark up
3. Customers log on to F Co.’s website for booking
a hotel
4. Customers has two options to make payment,
i.e.
 Advance – which is collected by I Co. on
behalf of F Co.
 Spot – which is directly collected by the hotel
on check out
5. Depending on the type of payment
 Commission is retained and balance remitted
to the hotel on behalf of F Co.
 Hotel pays commission to F Co. after
customer checks out from the hotel
Functions of I Co.
• I Co. a wholly owned subsidiary of F Co. in India
and provides marketing support and collection
services to the latter
• I Co. sends e-mails, make telephone calls and
carries out hotels surveys in order to list the hotel
on the portal
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Annexure 6 – India-Netherlands DTAA
Article 3 – General Definitions
(e) The term ‘person’ includes an individual, a company, any other body of persons and any other
entity which is treated as a taxable unit, under the taxation laws in force in respective states
(f) The term ‘company’ means any body corporate or any entity which is treated as a company or
body corporate under the taxation laws in force in the respective states…
Article 4 – Resident
1.

2.

For the purpose of this Convention, the term ‘resident of one of the States’ means any person
who, under the laws of that State, is liable to tax therein by reason of his domicile, residence,
place of management or any other criterion of a similar nature
…
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